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Abstract—Several architecture frameworks for software, sys-
tems, and enterprises have been proposed in the literature. They
have identified various stakeholders and defined architecture
viewpoints and views to frame and address stakeholder concerns.
However, the Machine Learning (ML) and data science-related
concerns of data scientists and data engineers are yet to be
included in existing architecture frameworks. We interviewed
65 experts from around 25 organizations in over ten countries to
devise and validate the proposed framework that addresses the
mentioned shortcoming.

Index Terms—architecture frameworks, viewpoints, views, ma-
chine learning, qualitative research

I. INTRODUCTION

Architecture frameworks provide “conventions, principles,

and practices for the description of architectures established

within a specific domain of application or community of stake-

holders” [1]. There exist several well-established examples,

including TOGAF [2], [3], DoDAF [4], TEAF [5], MODAF

[6], the Zachman Framework [7], the “4+1” View Model of

Software Architecture [8], and RM-ODP [9]–[12]. TOGAF,

DoDAF, TEAF, and MODAF were primarily concerned with

enterprise architectures. MODAF was replaced by NAF [13].

Machine Learning (ML) is increasingly deployed to sup-

port a range of self-adaptive and intelligent capabilities in

emerging software and information system solutions. Also,

ML components assume a prominent role in many systems and

organizations. However, prior work in architecture frameworks

did not recognize any stakeholders with ML-related concerns.

The contribution of this paper is twofold: i) it identifies several

stakeholders of modern software, systems, and enterprises that

might have ML-related concerns (Section II). ii) It proposes

new architecture viewpoints and views to support integrated

ML, data science, and software systems development, namely

integrative MLOps-DevOps (Section III).

II. ML-ENABLED ARCHITECTURE FRAMEWORKS

A. Identified stakeholders

The following stakeholder groups were already considered

in prior work on architecture frameworks: 1) end-users, 2)

business stakeholders, 3) database designers and engineers, 4)

software architects and engineers (i.e., developers), 5) system
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designers, engineers, and integrators. Additionally, we believe

that 6) network engineers and 7) security experts should be

distinguished from system engineers and software engineers,

respectively, given the sophisticated level of knowledge and

skills that is required for designing and managing secured,

pervasive technologies of modern software and information

systems. Furthermore, we noticed the stakeholder groups

below during the initial (one-on-one) expert interviews: 8)

safety and regulatory compliance engineers, 9) data protection

(privacy) officers, and 10) ethics committees or boards. Also,

the online survey participants pointed out the following stake-

holder groups: 11) quality assurance (test) engineers, and 12)

maintenance managers. Last but not least, we propose counting

13) data scientists (including ML engineers) and 14) data en-

gineers among the stakeholders of modern systems, software,

and enterprises, which often contain ML components or ML-

enabled (sub-)systems. The proposed stakeholder groups were

validated through our online survey.

Data scientists are responsible for analytics modeling. How-

ever, there is also a need for technologies regarding the de-

ployment of DA models in products, services, and operational

systems. This part is known as analytics operations [14]. Data

engineers are typically concerned with this part, which is also

called Data Engineering (DE). Together, DA (i.e., data science)

and DE are called Data Engineering and Analytics (DEA) [15]

or Data Science and Engineering (DSE) [16].

B. Proposed viewpoints and views

We propose two new architecture viewpoint categories to

frame the concerns of data scientists and data engineers in

architecture frameworks. We call the new viewpoint cate-

gories analytics modeling (alternatively DA or data science)

and analytics operations (or DE), respectively. Moreover, we

propose adopting and adapting existing notations and model

kinds to realize corresponding views for the new viewpoints,

as well as new views for the viewpoints of other stakeholders

communicating and collaborating with data scientists and

data engineers. Table I illustrates the viewpoints, as well as

notations and model kinds supporting the views corresponding

to these viewpoints. The list of notations and model kinds in

each row of the table is ordered based on the opinions of the



TABLE I
NOTATIONS AND MODEL KINDS SUPPORTING THE VIEWPOINTS AND VIEWS OF ML-ENABLED ARCHITECTURE FRAMEWORKS

Stakeholders communicating or collaborating Notations and model kinds supporting the viewpoints and views

Data scientists with their peers i) mathematical notations, ii) charts, diagrams, or plots, iii) DFGs or CGs [17],
iv) PGMs [18], v) data flow diagrams (or UML activity diagrams showing the
flow of data rather than the flow of control), for example, for the data analytics
pipeline

Data engineers with their peers i) data flow diagrams, ii) UML class diagrams, iii) DFGs or CGs [17], iv)
Entity-Relationship (ER) diagrams, v) mathematical notations

End-users with data scientists and engineers i) text documents, ii) charts, diagrams, or plots, iii) tables or matrices, iv) data
flow diagrams, v) UML use case diagrams

Business stakeholders with data scientists and engi-
neers

i) charts, diagrams, or plots, ii) text documents, iii) tables or matrices, iv) UML
use case diagrams

Database designers and engineers with data scientists
and engineers

i) ER diagrams, ii) UML class diagrams, iii) data flow diagrams, iv) UML use
case diagrams, v) tables or matrices

Software architects and engineers with data scientists
and engineers

i) UML class diagrams, ii) data flow diagrams, iii) UML use case diagrams,
iv) ER diagrams

System designers, engineers, integrators, and net-
work engineers with data scientists and engineers

i) UML deployment diagrams, ii) data flow diagrams, iii) DFGs or CGs
[17] augmented with physical (i.e., deployment) information, iv) UML class
diagrams

Security experts with data scientists and engineers i) data flow diagrams, ii) UML deployment diagrams, iii) DFGs or CGs [17]
augmented with physical (i.e., deployment) information, iv) ER diagrams, v)
mathematical notations, vi) UML class diagrams

Safety and regulatory compliance engineers, data
protection (privacy) officers, and ethics committees
or boards with data scientists and engineers

i) text documents, ii) data flow diagrams, iii) ER diagrams, iv) DFGs or
CGs [17] augmented with physical (i.e., deployment) information, v) tables
or matrices, vi) UML deployment diagrams

survey participants concerning the suitability of each option

for the specific purpose.

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have enhanced architecture frameworks to

address ML-enabled software and information systems. We

have identified the stakeholders who might have concerns

with respect to the ML aspects, namely data scientists and

data engineers. Moreover, we have proposed new architecture

viewpoint categories (i.e., analytics modeling and analytics

operations) as well as architecture views to frame and address

the stakeholder concerns. In the future, the enhancement of

architecture frameworks for other sub-disciplines of Artificial

Intelligence (AI) beyond ML will be on the agenda. Last but

not least, more in-depth studies, including case studies, will

be required to show the effectiveness and efficiency of the

proposed framework for real-world systems.
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